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had drawn them near to one of the Army Corps : he sent
another Army Corps behind them to make sure of victory.
The day after the battle of Arnba Aradam was over the
3rd Army Corps left the mountain which they had
occupied and turned directly west to Gaela. Aerial carto-
graphy had prepared the way for them over this rugged
territory but had not smoothed for them the minor difficulties
of passage. As they went they made a rough road for motor
supplies to follow. The improvisation failed and was
improved upon.
For the first time in military history an entire Army
Corps was fed from the air, by parachute. Experiments
of the Italian aviation in this method of supply had already
led the Ethiopians on Amba Aradam to report that the
town must be invested, for was it not being fed by aeroplanes?
The Eritrean Army Corps, meanwhile, stood ready at the
Warieu Pass under General Pirzio Biroli. This was com-
posed now of an Askari Division, the " October the s8th "
Blackshirts Division, and a " gruppo " of Grenadier battalions
and Alpine artillery.
Kassa and Seyyum kept nearly all of their troops at this
time in the southern Tembien. Seyyum had withdrawn
all except three of bis bands from the Geralta, where they
had made the routes from the Abaro Pass and from Hausien
to the south very difficult for the Italians for the last two
months. Both of them were hugging their dream that the
encirclement of Makalle was the event to wait for. One
must attend the order of the Emperor to go forward :
one must prepare the advance when the Kambatas had
come.
The bulk of their two armies were at Abbi Addi and south
and west of Abbi Addi. Advance posts held the ambas
up against the Warieu Pass, of which Work Amba was the
chief.
Until they were attacked in the rear across the Gabat
neither Kassa nor Seyyum had the faintest idea that an
Army Corps could approach them from the south, or
indeed that there was an Army Corps at Makalle free for
that purpose.
They had heard of an attack on Mulugeta, but not yet
that he was being pursued. The news came to them across
the Gabat, by the direct route from Amba Aradam. Its

